This is an overview of selected developments and field experience in 1999-2000. Topics include: corporate real estate as a factor of production, not just a cost to be minimized; the role of portfolio management in linking corporate real estate to core business decisions; coping when the organization chart becomes out of date in today’s rapidly changing environment; information management and data base needs; prioritization of projects for maintenance, repair and alterations; and other current trends.

**Real Estate as a *Factor of Production*, not just a cost to be minimized**

At the start of the Corporate Real Estate Portfolio Management Alliance project in the fall of 1998, the proposed objective was to ascertain what benefits could be gained by applying the practices of managing a portfolio of financial properties to the management of a portfolio of real properties.

It was then recognized that managing a portfolio of facilities is clearly different from managing financial instruments, such as bonds, equities or mortgages. Financial instruments can be bought and sold in moments for their market value, taking into account their current and future yields, their risk, and the prospects for change in their market price. Real property is much less liquid, and subject to its own set of market cycles. Even so, the CRE Alliance hoped to identify ways to manage corporate real property to substantially enhance corporate financial value.

During the course of the CRE Alliance project, the consensus shifted from that financial starting point. The CRE Alliance recognized that Corporate Real Estate Assets and other workplaces are usually far more important for their effect on the ability of the enterprise to accomplish its mission, and to its consequent profitability, than for their market or financial value. In its findings, the CRE Alliance gave primacy to valuing real property assets primarily as *factors of production*, analogous to machine tools, delivery trucks, and computers. They are all part of the infrastructure of the enterprise. This principle holds true, whether the property is owned, leased, or occupied under some other form of tenure.

In doing so, the CRE Alliance recognized that for an enterprise, the primary measure of value of a workplace is its functionality. Whether it be private sector or public, an enterprise uses facilities to conduct its business: to provide workplaces for its staff, to provide places to meet its customers, to manufacture its products, and for a range of other business purposes. (The term *enterprise* is used to include private sector corporations, public corporations such as post offices, and government departments and agencies.)

**Portfolio Management as a link to the core business decisions**

Portfolio Management is the link in the value chain between real estate and facility operations and core business decisions, values and finances of an enterprise. Portfolio Management decides what workplaces should be in the portfolio, and what projects are needed to get the right mix in the right places. Projects may be to dispose of property or to acquire it; to build, buy or rent; or to finance or rehabilitate it.

The CRE Alliance defined Portfolio Management as follows:
“Managing real properties as a group in order to achieve greater corporate benefits from them as
— productive working environment assets,
— financial assets, and
— strategic assets,
above the benefits derived from managing them individually.”

A corporate view of Portfolio Management, Asset Management, and subordinate operating functions is
diagrammed in Figure 1. This is reprinted from the Executive Report of the CRE Portfolio Management Alliance Research
Project.3

In this diagram, portfolio managers provide infrastructure to support organizational strategy. They give financial
direction to asset managers who are in charge of major individual facilities and clusters of facilities. Facility management
is seen as one of the technical operating functions that support portfolio and asset managers. This diagram presents the
perspective, in the spring of 1999, of some unusually thoughtful, forward-thinking, high-ranked real estate executives.

![Diagram of Corporate Real Estate Portfolio Management]

**Figure 1. A corporate view of Portfolio Management, Asset Management, and subordinate operating functions**

### A demand-based view of corporate real estate

The diagram in Figure 1, however, does not show graphically that corporate real estate exists to support the overall
enterprise. That is diagrammed in Figure 2. The crosshatched area at the left represents the broad range of enterprise-wide
functions, whether the enterprise be a manufacturer of widgets, an accounting firm, a software developer or a government
department.

Portfolio Managers take into account *the anticipated needs for workplaces* for the core functions and
infrastructure support, and the *corporate financial strategy of the enterprise*. They then direct what existing facilities are
to be retained by asset managers, and at what levels of functional capability. They also identify projects that must be
delivered to maintain the inventory in balance with demand, and what repair and alterations (R&A) should be funded.

When a reliable basis for demand projections is not available to the multi-year horizons of real estate construction
or leasing, portfolio managers rely on a range of forecasting methods to manage the risks associated with workplace
provision. The portfolio manager may even create *straw-case scenarios* for the enterprise, and test them for plausibility
with occupant managers, as a basis for demand projections.
Breaking down the silos to predict Workplace Demand

The main functions or “content” of each of the boxes in Figure 2 are listed in Figure 3. It diagrams where the authority to make strategic decisions about a portfolio of corporate real property is usually best situated, and about the follow-on decision flows to implement the strategy.

Figure 3 starts at the left with Workplace Demand, likely derived from scenarios by the core business units of the enterprise. What is the range of likely futures for which workplaces will be required, to a horizon of three or five years, and for the longer term? What levels of service and functionality in workplaces will be required at various levels of corporate achievement, for each of the main core business units. In some organizations, a set of several scenarios are updated for each annual budget cycle, and also when abrupt major changes occur in the environment external to the enterprise, such as a market crash or a political upheaval in a key market area. Estimates of probability or risk are attributed to each scenario. For e-businesses, when the planning horizon is shrinking to very few months, some say even weeks, strategies for change and agility are even more relevant.

As Martha O’Mara points out in her book, Strategy and Place, the wise workplace provider will respond with an appropriate portfolio strategy, such as incremental change to the portfolio under conditions of high uncertainty, or standardization of facilities in an enterprise that is relatively stable, or value-based strategies when change and uncertainty are moderate. Unfortunately for the workplace providers, most organizations, large and small, do not have such scenarios available for the workplace provider. More typical are projections of sales or other volumes for the next year or several years, often with related overall staff sizes, but lacking the information needed to estimate what workplaces, of what general capabilities, will be needed in what locations or regions. Often this information is only available for individual departments or business units, with no overall or coordinated estimates for the enterprise as a whole: managers may describe the enterprise as a set of silos. This is often true even in organizations with relatively stable external environments, and typical in companies undergoing rapid change, such as high-growth technology companies.

In organizations where departments operate in “silo-mode”, with limited coordination and sharing among departments, the facilities group may be better placed to project the overall corporate future than the individual vice presidents. Then, the best understanding of what is likely to happen across the whole organization may be built from a roll-
up of the “guerilla intelligence” available in the real estate and facilities department. In our own experience, a multinational corporation used staffing projections developed by the authors with the facilities team as its hiring plan for the next three years, and another multinational company accepted projections of enhanced sales volumes from its facilities programmers as the rationale for proposed investments, including in more supportive workplaces.

Figure 3. Main Parts of the Corporate Real Estate Organization

Functions of the CRE organization

*Portfolio Management* brings together real estate managers and financial managers to develop the strategy for the real estate portfolio, and related financing. They draw on information about core functions of the enterprise as they manage the real estate strategy for providing physical workplaces for the enterprise, and the financial aspects. Together, the team of portfolio managers takes direction from the business units that will need workplaces, and identifies projects and budgets to meet those needs. Portfolio managers also ensure that the portfolio as a whole meets the current and future needs of the enterprise. This is a crucial part of the value chain in support of the enterprise.
(a) The Demand function ascertains what workplaces will likely be required from the core business units and support units under each of the various scenarios. This includes how much will be needed of each functional category of workplace, to specified time horizons. User requirement profiles can be compared to the capabilities of the inventory in order to identify good fits and problems, as well as gaps, shortfalls and surpluses. In some organizations, an explicit portfolio strategy is prepared for each scenario, as a general overview.

(b) In an ideal world the Financial function would conduct the financial side of real estate transactions, including financing of acquisitions, dispositions, and refinancing, all in close collaboration with the other portfolio management functions.

This is the function that keeps the real estate strategy in line with the financial strategy, for each scenario of the overall enterprise. It determines the target ownership structure for each scenario, such as the proportion of workplaces to be in owned property, or in leased property, or synthetic leasing, or in property in other forms of tenure. This includes planning the migration of the portfolio towards the target under each of the various scenarios, and managing investments and refinancing as necessary. It also may advise on, or directly manage, the financial side of real estate held primarily for investment purposes, rather than as a factor of production.

Some of the managers who come from the real estate industry focus on real estate transactions or deal making; others have a more financial background, and may see their future career path within a finance department. The chief financial officer can expect that the real estate group demonstrate, at strategic and operating levels, that is it spending the right amounts of money in the right places on the right things.

In the real world, Real Estate transactions and financial management are often separate from Portfolio Management and the other Real Estate functions. In some cases, they do not report through the same chain of command. In extreme cases, we have had occasion to hold workshops at which managers for those functions from the same company met each other for the first time at our workshop.

(c) The Budget Cycle Process function, responsible for managing the budget process at each cycle and obtaining fiscal approvals for specific actions, is part of the Required Projects function in some enterprises, while in others it is part of Portfolio Management’s Financial function. In some others it functions separately, and has its own manager or chief. The Budget Cycle Process provides the primary “reality” check. Even in those instances when there is no strategy, there usually is a budget.

It needs an explicit and verifiable process to resolve priorities among competing proposals for projects, to determine which projects will be funded in each budget cycle, including for major capital projects, sub-projects, and smaller line items of repair. Projects are required and launched because of decisions flowing, explicitly or implicitly, from Portfolio Strategies and Initiatives.

(d) The Required Projects function sets up the requirements for each project, to implement the work of Demand, and Financial. For instance, it is responsible for resolving priorities for each project, within the overall project budget.

In many organizations with a strong Portfolio Management function, it defines the scope and recommends the budget for each project, its size, levels of service to be provided, schedule, the specifics of project financing, and so on. It is responsible for project programming or briefing, at least for the project planning stage.

If, however, leadership of the real estate group has a transaction focus, then much or all of the Required Projects function may be part of Project Delivery.

Project Delivery encompasses all activities after a project has been defined and funded. It includes the real estate transactions for acquisition, leasing or other forms of tenure, and dispositions. It covers all the phases of a construction project, including planning, design, and construction, until a facility is occupied, commissioned and evaluated. Typically, it also includes the design programming by the A&E team to confirm the requirements of the owner, and the detailed programming for space planning and final occupancy.

Property Operations and Maintenance (O & M), takes implicit direction from Project Delivery, because once a facility is created, remodeled, altered or refitted, it must then be operated and maintained from that basis until it is
physically changed through another project. Then, throughout the service life of a facility, it is operated and maintained under the direction of Asset Management, which receive direction and funding from the Portfolio Management function. Property Operations and Maintenance issues are often forgotten during Design and Construction, although there is now a growing trend towards Whole Life Cycle Planning and Management.

Asset Management is the function that manages individual asset. Facility by facility, it is responsible for each real property asset, or cluster of assets such as a campus, operating within the framework set by Portfolio Management. It periodically updates the asset management plan for each property used by the enterprise. Each asset manager is the advocate for projects for her or his property, and gives general direction to Property Operations and Maintenance.

**Staffing for decision flows vs. traditional rank and salary**

When executives find that the positions on their traditional organization charts are filled by people not suited for their new and fast-changing job demands, a different kind of chart is needed. The head of real estate may create a diagram like the one in Figure 3, and then map people’s names to the functions on the chart. Of course, the objective is to find the best fit between available managers and the various kinds of real estate decisions (who decides what, and what authorities they need) regardless of rank and salary on the traditional organization chart.

Recently, when a head of real estate responsible for thousands of workplaces mapped his real estate managers to the diagram in Figure 3, he found mostly good fits, but at the same time, the causes of some problems became obvious. On his traditional organization chart, portfolio management was a new function with newly hired, lower ranking staff. Asset managers felt free to ignore policy and strategy guidance from portfolio managers who had lower rank, and therefore lower status. His strongest manager headed the Project Delivery group.

His immediate solution had two parts: (a) move that strong manager up the decision chain to take charge of Required Projects, and (b) recruit a new, senior head of Portfolio Management, to strengthen the link to heads of the operating departments of the overall enterprise, and provide a portfolio-level framework for asset managers.

Diagrams, which focus on the flow of decisions, can be helpful not least because they can be redrawn as needed to keep up with a fast-changing reality, and suggest out-of-the-box solutions that are masked in traditional organization charts.

**Information Infrastructure for a demand-driven CRE**

Figure 4 adds other parties that corporate real estate interacts with. At the top left, the box for External Environment represents the external competitive market environment, with business cycles and legislative changes, fast-changing information technologies, and emerging global pressures. At the bottom, the box for Other Stakeholders and Investors reflects the roles of shareholders, customers, and the general public interests. Figure 4 also includes boxes within the Overall Enterprise at left, to identify components that corporate real estate works with or takes into account.

Figure 4 also adds a crucial element to the middle of Figure 3: the Data Base for Real Estate Management. The decision flows in Figure 3 require a comprehensive database about the portfolio, and about individual assets, to support decision-making. In Figure 4, thin dotted lines make the point that all CRE functions need access to this shared database.

Of course, the data base should include more than the specific data about each real property asset, whether leased or owned, and data about each project under way. It should also include data at the portfolio level, that is, the summary data, or roll-ups, that are created from the raw data and serve as intermediate data tools for portfolio management.

Portfolio Management assembles the roll-up totals and summaries in groupings to compare demand profiles of occupant groups from core business units; inventory of facilities, considered by size, geographic region, functional category, age, tenure (own, lease, etc.); gap analyses for the portfolio between required levels of demand and levels of service provided; values including book, replacement, etc.; risks associated with each facility or group of facilities; serviceability, i.e. capabilities of facilities, whether needed or not at this time, including building condition; priority rankings for projects to maintain serviceability; considerations for tradeoffs on investment; and so on.
Senior real estate managers bring to the enterprise elements of the knowledge base indicated at top of Figure 4, including a current understanding of real estate markets, and innovations in the building industry, and in the technologies used by building occupants. The strategy they develop also takes into account corporate policies, guidelines, standards and benchmarks, both internal and external. However, many others in the corporate real estate group need access to this information. Some organizations report they are finding ways to make it available over secure Intranets, both within the CRE group and to occupants.

Unfortunately, in many large enterprises, this database does not yet exist. Too frequently, data is incomplete, and what should be components of a single comprehensive data system are instead kept in separate data bases, often in formats not compatible with each other. Today, even the very best real estate databases are still inadequate. An analysis by Fransson and Nelson, published in April, 2000,\(^5\) asserts that the level of data integration required for high-level portfolio management decisions simply does not exist. The authors report on their findings from the Corporate Real Estate Portfolio
Management Alliance, that comprehensive solutions have yet to be created. They compare the situation to that of corporate information systems in general, before the advent of software for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).

Corporate data about real estate is typically held across many data silos. There are several software packages that do an excellent job for data users for some parts of day-to-day operations, or for design and construction. There also are a few that are adequate over a somewhat broader range of other tactical information needs, but none that link portfolio issues to asset issues, project issues, and workplace demand as discussed earlier in this paper.

Figure 4 also adds enterprise-wide functions to the diagram. It shows the overall enterprise strategy as not only the driver of enterprise operations, with their resultant scenarios and decisions, but also as a direct decision driver of the overall real estate strategy. The overall enterprise strategy and the overall real estate strategy are mediated by the enterprise’s internal culture and practices, and by the strategic environment and culture external to the enterprise. Information from other stakeholders and investors is also a resource for the enterprise decision-makers.

Other stakeholders and investors are shown at the bottom of Figure 4. Information about the users of facilities, both occupants and others, including visitors and the general public, and their facility needs, are basic inputs to the managing of enterprise operations, and of course to the enterprise’s information infrastructure.

Figure 4 also lists at the bottom left some other kinds of issues that are, or should be, taken into account when developing and implementing a real estate management strategy. Among the list are sustainability, health, productivity improvements and other benefits of real estate for occupants, customers and others.

**Evaluations: The need for feed-forward**

Not only do most large organizations lack a comprehensive facilities database; they also fail to develop an institutional memory of lessons learned. They are too often dependent on what best practices have been recognized and remembered by individual real estate and facility staff members, and passed on informally to their subordinates and successors.

---

**Figure 5. The need to feed-forward lessons learned from each project**

As each facility project is commissioned, whether it is new construction, remodel or refit, both the facility, and the process for executing, it should be evaluated. Each phase of each project should be considered as a potential source of lessons, including programming, design, construction, and commissioning.
Many firms review the project file after completion and note whether the project was completed within budget, and on schedule.

Some firms assess how well each new or remodeled facility meets the need of the business users who occupy it. Customer satisfaction surveys, post-occupancy evaluations, lease audits, and building condition reports, are becoming more common.

Essential knowledge can be captured as a formal institutional memory of what works well, what works best, and what should not be repeated. A new generation of tools is giving Real Estate professionals the means to evaluate the “fit” between facilities and the users they serve. These tools use indicators of capability to assess how well a proposed design, or an occupied facility, meets the functional requirements specified by the business units, and facility occupants. Now that these tools have been accepted as national standards and introduced into ISO, their use is gaining momentum among large organizations.7

Even a small business, with only a few dozen staff, needs to capture and conveniently access the key facts about its workplaces, how they are used, and lessons to apply “next time”.

Wise firms keep the members of their successful project teams working together on successive projects, so that when the balance and chemistry in a team work well, lessons learned are more effectively carried forward from project to project, and teaming skills are enhanced.

Evaluations: Strategic to in-depth

**Figure 6. Levels of information for portfolio and asset management of facilities**
This paper has focused on the Portfolio Management function of corporate real estate. It has emphasized the need for a strategic view as the primary driver for decisions about corporate real estate. In Figure 6, the many types of investigations shown at the bottom of the page provide a foundation of information about individual assets. Rollups for a specific site or complex of facilities are used for building condition audit, or in building labeling programs such as LEED (Leadership in Energy Efficient Design). Portfolio Management operates at the two higher levels, with macro-level scans, not in-depth investigations, and with strategic review of key indicators. In-depth investigations, when required, are usually commissioned by asset managers, as part of the preparation of Asset Management Plans.
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